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Introduction

Some two billion years ago primitive life forms learned  
how to use oxygen as the final acceptor in their electron trans-
port pathways. The high redox potential of oxygen allows it 
to easily accept electrons from reduced substrates, making it 
extremely useful for energy production. The ability to extract 
greater amounts of energy from organic molecules by using 
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while mammals cannot survive oxygen deprivation for more 
than a few minutes without sustaining severe organ damage, 
some animals have mastered anaerobic life. Freshwater 
turtles belonging to the Trachemys and Chrysemys genera 
are the champion facultative anaerobes of the vertebrate 
world, often surviving without oxygen for many weeks at 
a time. The physiological and biochemical mechanisms 
that underlie anoxia tolerance in turtles include profound 
metabolic rate depression, post-translational modification of 
proteins, strong antioxidant defenses, activation of specific 
stress-responsive transcription factors, and enhanced 
expression of cyto-protective proteins. Turtles are also known 
for their incredible longevity and display characteristics of 
“negligible senescence.” we propose that the robust stress-
tolerance mechanisms that permit long term anaerobiosis 
by turtles may also support the longevity of these animals.  
Many of the mechanisms involved in natural anoxia 
tolerance, such as hypometabolism or the induction of 
various protective proteins/pathways, have been shown to 
play important roles in mammalian oxygen-related diseases 
and improved understanding of how cells survive without 
oxygen could aid in the understanding and treatment of 
various pathological conditions that involve hypoxia or 
oxidative stress. In the present review we discuss the recent 
advances made in understanding the molecular nature of 
anoxia tolerance in turtles and the potential links between 
this tolerance and longevity.
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oxygen-linked catabolism has driven life to evolve into high 
complexities and has made oxygen vital to many life forms on 
Earth. Mammals are particularly sensitive to oxygen depriva-
tion and situations of hypoxia or anoxia can lead rapidly to 
severe tissue damage or even death. In contrast, some ecto-
thermic vertebrates are particularly well-adapted to surviving 
oxygen limitation. Various species of turtles have very well-
developed capacities for living without oxygen (called anaero-
biosis).1,2 For example, freshwater turtles living in northern 
regions of the US and Canada typically hibernate under water 
to elude freezing temperatures on land. However, bodies of 
water often become ice-locked, limiting the ability for animals 
to surface for lung breathing. Some turtle species compensate 
for this with a good capacity for extrapulmonary gas exchange 
across other epithelia whereas others have perfected strategies 
that allow survival without breathing oxygen for three months 
or more.3 Those species that tolerate extreme hypoxia or anoxia 
employ various biochemical and physiological mechanisms for 
survival, the major ones including prehibernation accumulation 
of huge glycogen stores to fuel anaerobic glycolysis, the use of 
the shell and skeletal systems for buffering lactate accumula-
tion and minimizing acidosis, and the capacity for profound 
metabolic rate depression to only 10–20% of the corresponding 
aerobic rate. Metabolic depression allows tissues to minimize 
their energy needs, and therefore survive for extended periods 
of time using the ATP generated by anaerobic glycolysis alone. 
In addition to the challenges presented to tissues by severe oxy-
gen limitation, turtles must also deal with the potential for 
oxidative stress occurring with the re-introduction of oxygen. 
The mitochondrial electron transport chain becomes reduced 
during hypoxia/anoxia because there is little or no oxygen to 
accept electrons. This makes it particularly susceptible to gener-
ating reactive oxygen species (ROS) upon reoxygenation when 
the oxygen tension is high. This can be extremely damaging to 
cells and indeed, in situations of ischemia-reperfusion, mam-
malian tissues show profound damage caused by ROS dur-
ing the recovery phase.4,5 Situations of environmental oxygen 
variability, such as those experienced by diving or hibernating 
turtles, could present many opportunities for oxidative stress 
and oxidative damage, and yet, turtles emerge unharmed from 
repeated cycles of anoxia and reoxygenation.
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stress ensues and has been implicated in cellular degradation  
during aging as well as in a variety of disease states.

Formation of most ROS occurs at the site where the vast 
majority of intracellular oxygen is consumed, the mitochondria.13 
It is here that reduced substrates donate their electrons to form 
an electrochemical gradient, resulting ultimately in the produc-
tion of ATP, the energy currency of the cell. This occurs through 
a series of oxidative reactions conducted by protein complexes 
on the inner membrane of the mitochondria. Leakage of elec-
trons from these complexes results in the one-electron reduc-
tion of oxygen to form superoxide, the precursor to most ROS. 
Dismutation of superoxide results in the production of hydrogen 
peroxide, whereas the subsequent interaction between superoxide 
and hydrogen peroxide in the Haber-Weiss reaction or cleavage 
of hydrogen peroxide in the Fenton reaction results in the for-
mation of hydroxyl radicals.14 It is estimated that approximately 
1–2% of the oxygen consumed during respiration is reduced to 
superoxide.15

The chemistry of superoxide differs dramatically based on its 
environment. In aqueous solutions, superoxide is a weak oxidizing 
agent and a much stronger reducing agent.16 Superoxide rapidly 
disappears in aqueous solutions due to its dismutation reaction, 
in which hydrogen peroxide and oxygen are formed:
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Hydrogen peroxide is a weak oxidant and a weak reducing 
agent and is relatively stable in the absence of transition metals.16 
However, whereas both superoxide and hydrogen peroxide have 
low oxidative toxicity themselves, toxicity themselves, they are 
both components of the net Haber-Weiss reaction that readily 
produces hydroxyl radicals, catalyzed by copper or iron ions:

The hydroxyl radical is highly reactive and is responsible 
for most of the damage incurred to biological macromolecules 
by ROS. The main source of biological hydroxyl radicals is the 
metal-catalyzed breakdown of hydrogen peroxide by the Fenton 
reaction, one-half of the net Haber-Weiss reaction:

Mn+ + H
2
O

2
 → M(n+1)+ + •OH + OH-

Because of their short half life (less than 1 ns), hydroxyl radi-
cals attack molecules very close to their site of formation17 and 
their very high reactivity makes them virtually impossible to 
scavenge.18 The reaction of hydroxyl radicals with biomacromol-
ecules produces new radicals, usually with lower reactivity. Once 
unleashed upon the intracellular milieu, ROS react with many 
cellular macromolecules, including lipids, proteins and DNA, 
inflicting damaging effects on multiple subcellular structures.

ROS damage to macromolecules. Lipid peroxidation is major 
source of damage causing cellular injury and death (reviewed in 
refs. 19 and 20). It is caused by the interaction of ROS (chiefly 
hydroxyl radical) with unsaturated bonds in membrane lipids. 

Turtles are also known for their extraordinary longevity. 
Lifespans of over a hundred and fifty years have been docu-
mented for some species of the Chelonia, and more impor-
tantly, these animals do not appear to display the senescent 
phenotypes characteristic of many other species. Humans 
have long sought a cure for aging, and turtles present a unique 
model of “negligible senescence.”6,7 Criteria for “negligible 
senescence” include: (1) mortality rate should not increase 
with age and (2) reproduction should not decrease with age.7 
Studies on painted turtles (Chrysemys picta marginata) showed 
that survivorship of old turtles does not differ from that of 
their younger counterparts8 and no decline in the reproduc-
tive output is apparent with age.8 Turtles, therefore, appear 
to meet the criteria necessary for “negligible senescence”. 
Other research has shown that telomere length, which gener-
ally decreases with age, does not appear to change between 
embryos and adults of European freshwater turtles (Emys 
orbicularis).9 These characteristics could make turtles a valu-
able model for studies that attempt to understand how cells 
can avoid the wear and tear of daily life.

A potential link between anoxia tolerance in turtles and their 
extraordinary longevity has been previously suggested.10 The 
mechanisms that turtles employ to survive anoxia might be both 
directly and indirectly linked to longevity. For example, in order 
to deal with a variable oxygen environment, turtles must have 
extraordinary stress-resistance mechanisms. Resistance to stress 
is generally correlated with longevity11 and organisms that are tol-
erant of one kind of stress are typically more likely to be tolerant 
to others, since many cytoprotective mechanisms operate over a 
wide variety of stresses.11 Whereas aging is often characterized by 
decreased stress-resistance and subsequent cellular degeneration, 
an animal that has robust stress-resistance mechanisms is more 
likely to deal better with aging. In addition, an understanding 
of the molecular nature of anoxia tolerance in turtles can lead to 
improved understanding of many age-related pathological con-
ditions that involve oxygen restriction/deprivation (e.g., stroke 
or myocardial ischemia) or oxidative stress (e.g., Parkinson, 
Alzheimer disease). Finally, such studies might suggest ways of 
making cells and tissues of oxygen-sensitive animals, such as 
humans, more tolerant of oxygen limitation. This could lead to 
improved techniques for handling ischemic insults to organs, 
to aid in preserving organ viability during surgery, and even to 
enhanced technology for use in hypothermic- or cryopreserva-
tion of tissues and organs.

In the present review we discuss recent advances in the stud-
ies of the molecular nature of anoxia tolerance in turtles, with 
emphasis on the potential links between these mechanisms and 
the negligible senescence shown by these animals.

Oxidative Stress and Aging

Whereas oxygen-based metabolism has allowed life to evolve 
to ever new complexities, this did not come without a price. 
The catch is oxidative stress, the damage done by ROS gener-
ated from single electron reductions of oxygen.12 When ROS  
generation exceeds the capacity of antioxidant defenses, oxidative 
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oxygen utilized in cells, and are the major site of ROS produc-
tion, they appear to bear the brunt of the free radical damage 
observed in cells during aging. Many different studies have shown 
that mtDNA mutations increase with age in mammals, especially 
in post-mitotic highly aerobic tissues.42 One consequence of this 
damage is decreased ATP production, reducing the energy to 
drive many cellular processes. In addition, it has been shown that 
mitochondria of older animals produce significantly more ROS 
than mitochondria of younger animals.43,44 This can be a result 
of an escalating cycle, whereby damaged mitochondria leak more 
free radicals to inflict additional self-damage, as well as damage 
to the rest of the cell.

Antioxidant Defenses in Turtle Anoxia Tolerance

Anoxia tolerant turtles appear to possess excellent antioxidant 
defenses that aid in the damage-free survival of multiple epi-
sodes of anoxia-reoxygenation. Studies with red-eared sliders 
(Trachemys scripta elegans) show that these include both constitu-
tive and inducible defenses.

Constitutive antioxidant defenses. T.s. elegans maintain 
high constitutive activities of various antioxidant enzymes, 
including catalase, superoxide dismutase (SOD) and alkyl 
hydroperoxide reductase.45 These activities are much higher 
than those in other ectothermic vertebrates, and are actually 
comparable to mammalian activities even though the meta-
bolic rate (and oxygen consumption) of turtles is much lower 
than mammalian values. Tissue pools of glutathione are also 
higher in turtle organs compared to other ectotherms,46 and 
ascorbic acid levels in turtle brain cortex are 2–3 times higher 
than in mammals.47 High activities of antioxidant defenses also 
appear to serve freezing-induced anoxia/ischemia. For example, 
freeze-tolerant wood frogs (Rana sylvatica) that undergo cycles 
of ischemia/reperfusion upon freezing and thawing also show 
high activities of antioxidant enzymes, significantly higher than 
those activities in freeze-intolerant frogs.48

The structure of turtle antioxidant enzymes might also be 
especially suitable for frequent anoxic excursions. For example, 
turtle glutathione reductase (GR), an enzyme that catalyzes the 
reduction of oxidized glutathione (GSSG), has a higher affinity 
for GSSG than the enzyme in most other vertebrates,49 allowing 
for better enzyme efficiency under different redox conditions. 
Turtle GR also showed high activity over a broad pH range 
(including at the low pH typical of anoxic conditions).49 In 
another recent study, two alpha classes of GSTs were found in 
T.s. elegans liver, a homodimer and a heterodimer.50 Both exhib-
ited a major reduction in specific activity in response to anoxia 
and the heterodimer showed a major change in substrate prefer-
ence, indicating an anoxia-responsive stable modification of the 
enzyme.50 Therefore, it appears that GST undergoes modifica-
tions in response to changing oxygen availability to optimize 
its function.

These mechanisms could help the turtle to avoid oxidative 
damage during situations of oxygen variability. Indeed, it was 
shown that the ratio of GSH/GSSG, which decreases under 
oxidative stress, actually increases during recovery from anoxia 

Polyunsaturated fatty acids in membrane phospholipids are 
particularly susceptible to peroxidation, which can result in the 
rearrangement or loss of double bonds or degradation of lipid 
side chains.21 This leads to disturbance of membrane structure, 
causing changes in membrane fluidity,22 permeability,23 alterna-
tions in ion transport24 and inhibition of metabolic processes.25 
Lipid peroxidation in the mitochondria can suppress mitochon-
drial metabolism, as well as affect vital mitochondrial functions 
such as respiration, inner membrane barrier properties, mainte-
nance of mitochondrial membrane potential and mitochondrial 
Ca2+ buffering capacity.26,27

Almost all kinds of amino acid residues in proteins are poten-
tial targets for oxidation by ROS (reviewed in ref. 28). Oxidation 
of some amino acid residues (lysine, arginine, proline) can also 
lead to the formation of carbonyl derivatives, that are considered 
to be the most relevant products of free radical attack on pro-
teins.29 The presence of carbonyl proteins in cell and tissue sam-
ples has become widely accepted as a marker for oxidative stress. 
Copper or iron binding sites on proteins are other important tar-
gets of ROS, since these sites can serve as centers for additional 
production of hydroxyl radicals via the Fenton reaction.30 These 
radicals can then attack side chains of the amino acid residues at 
the metal-binding site.

ROS appear to produce several forms of DNA damage, 
including modification of all bases, production of base-free 
sites, deletions, frame shifts, strand breaks, DNA-protein cross-
links and chromosomal rearrangements (reviewed in ref. 17). 
Modifications of DNA can be mutagenic and might contribute 
to cancer, neurodegenerative diseases and aging.31 The hydroxyl 
radical is known to react with all components of the DNA mole-
cule—the purine and pyrimidine bases as well as the deoxyribose 
backbone.32,33 In addition to base and sugar modifications, cova-
lent DNA-protein cross-links can also form by exposure to free 
radicals.34 The mechanism for the formation of these cross-links 
involves the addition of a DNA base radical to an aromatic amino 
acid of a protein or the combination of a DNA base radical with 
an amino acid radical.35

Free radical damage and aging. Aging is characterized by an 
increase in many detrimental changes at different levels of biologi-
cal organization. The idea that ROS are among the main perpe-
trators of cellular damage has gained much support over the past 
few decades (reviewed in ref. 36 and 37). Lipid damage has been 
shown to increase with age,38 one result of this being a buildup 
of lipofuscin, a pigment that accumulates with age and correlates 
with animal senescence. Tissue damage in the form of oxidized 
and cross-linked proteins also increases as a function of age.28,39 
For example, 30–50% of the total cellular proteins in an old ani-
mal might be oxidized, possibly accounting for the observation 
that the catalytic activity of many enzymes decreases with age.40 
Evidence also exists that the rate of degradation of oxidized pro-
teins decreases with age.39 Oxidative DNA damage also increases 
with age.41 Since such damage can lead to mutations and the 
subsequent synthesis of dysfunctional proteins, it is likely to be a 
major contributor to many age-associated detrimental changes.

A wide range of evidence shows mitochondrial decline as a 
function of aging.42 Since mitochondria consume >90% of the 
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peroxidase (GPX) isozymes 1 and 4, glutathione-S-transferase 
(GST) isozymes M5 and A2 and peroxiredoxin 1.54 The activ-
ity of the antioxidant enzyme, γ-glutamyltranspeptidase, also 
increases significantly during freezing in livers of both R. sylvatica 
and C. picta,66,67 whereas catalase activity increased under anoxia 
exposure in livers of several hatchling turtle species.68 In addi-
tion, the protein levels of the transcription factor Nrf2 and sev-
eral downstream antioxidant enzymes were significantly elevated 
in the brains of C.p. marginata hatchlings in response to freezing 
exposure.69

Protein levels of some members of the peroxiredoxin family 
were elevated in response to anoxia in several tissues of T.s. elegans 
(Krivoruchko and Storey, unpublished results). As in the case of 
ferritin and HO-1, upregulation of these enzymes in response to 
anoxia could serve as a preparatory step to deal with a burst of 
ROS production when tissue reoxygenation occurs, and might 
be responsible, at least in part, for the lack of oxidative dam-
age observed in turtle tissues during aerobic recovery after anoxia 
exposure.

Besides their role in antioxidant defenses, the anoxia- 
responsive upregulation of peroxiredoxins might be of addi-
tional importance. Peroxiredoxins function in reducing H

2
O

2
,  

a molecule that has second messenger actions.70,71 Metabolic 
rate depression is a crucial factor in anoxia tolerance, and is 
expected to include reduced cell responsiveness to growth sig-
nals. This could potentially be achieved by reducing the levels 
of intracellular second messengers such as H

2
O

2
, which mediate 

growth factor and cytokine effects. Interestingly, upregulation 
of peroxiredoxins has also been shown to occur during mamma-
lian hibernation, another situation of hypometabolism.72,73

Other Protective Mechanisms

While strong antioxidant defenses clearly play a key role in pro-
tecting turtle cells during anoxia and reoxygenation, other pro-
tective proteins also contribute to survival under these stressful 
conditions. These include various molecular chaperones, stress-
responsive transcription factors and pro-survival proteins.

High constitutive HSPs. Proteins that are particularly sen-
sitive to changes in intracellular pH, redox state and ionic 
milieu, which occur in cells during anoxia and reoxygenation, 
can lose their native folded conformation to become mis-
folded. Proliferation of heat shock proteins (HSPs) is one of the 
best known cytoprotective mechanisms in response to stress.74  
Figure 1 shows a generalized scheme for activation of the heat 
shock response in vertebrates. HSPs act as molecular chaper-
ones, helping to fold nascent proteins, as well as aiding in the 
refolding of misfolded proteins under stress conditions.74,75 By 
their chaperone action, HSPs help to preserve cellular proteins 
and extend their functional life. Increased expression of HSPs 
has been shown to be a widespread response to many environ-
mental stresses.74 HSPs also play a protective role in a number of  
pathological conditions associated with oxidative stress, includ-
ing ischemia, cardiovascular disease and neurodegeneration.76

Studies have found significantly higher levels of Hsp60 
in the hearts of anoxia-tolerant painted turtles compared to 

exposure in turtles (compared to control) suggesting that no 
oxidative stress occurs during reoxygenation.46 In addition, oxi-
dative damage products were largely unaffected during anoxia/
recovery in turtle organs, as evident from minimal changes 
in lipid peroxidation products.45 Similarly, organs of freeze- 
tolerant C. picta hatchlings also showed no increase in markers 
of oxidative damage after exposure to freezing, supercooling or 
hypoxia.51

The constitutive presence of such strong antioxidant defenses 
in turtle tissues could be directly linked to longevity. Maintenance 
of strong constitutive defenses throughout the turtle’s lifetime 
would help it to avoid the day-to-day accumulation of oxidative 
damage to macromolecules that is observed in mammals and, 
hence, extend long-term organ viability.

Inducible antioxidant defenses. In addition to the mainte-
nance of constitutively-high antioxidant defenses, induction 
of proteins associated with antioxidant defense has also been 
observed in turtle organs in response to anoxia. Upregulation of 
the transcripts coding for the heavy chain of ferritin occurs in 
response anoxia in liver of adult T.s. elegans.52 In addition, the 
heavy and light chains of ferritin were upregulated in response 
to anoxia or freezing exposures in the heart and liver of hatch-
ling C.p. marginata.53,54 Ferritin plays a key role in sequestering 
iron in cells. As previously mentioned, free ferrous iron (Fe2+) 
can participate in the Fenton reaction, catalyzing hydroxyl radi-
cal formation. Therefore, it is of benefit to increase the capac-
ity to sequester iron during situations of oxygen variability, and 
thereby decrease the potential for ROS formation. The impor-
tance of ferritin upregulation under situations of anoxia/ischemia 
is observed across phylogeny; for example, ferritin heavy chain 
was upregulated in an anoxia-tolerant marine snail,55 whereas the 
light chain was freeze-responsive in wood frog heart.56

Heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) is another enzyme that might have 
antioxidant functions during anoxia/reoxygenation episodes. It 
is involved in the degradation of heme, a major source of redox 
active iron in the cell, and its induction is also typically tied to 
the simultaneous upregulation of ferritin, which sequesters the 
iron released by the heme degradation reaction.57,58 HO-1 was 
upregulated in response to anoxia in turtle brain,59 which might 
be a further demonstration of the importance of minimizing 
redox-active iron during anoxia. In mammals, the expression of 
HO-1 is known to be induced in response to various forms of 
oxidative stress60-62 and its expression is believed to be protective 
in different disease states.63 The important antioxidant proper-
ties of HO-1 also stem from biliverdin, one of the products of 
heme catabolism by HO-1. Biliverdin and its catabolite, biliru-
bin, have antioxidant properties with demonstrated beneficial 
effects in a number of disease/injury states including ischemia-
reperfusion, organ transplantation, graft rejection and autoim-
mune inflammation.57,64,65

The transcript levels of several other antioxidant enzymes have 
been shown to increase in response to anoxia in the turtle. Both 
manganese and copper/zinc forms of SOD increase in turtle liver 
in response to anoxia.52 In addition, array screening showed that 
several antioxidant genes were upregulated by anoxia exposure in 
heart and liver of hatchling C. p. marginata: SOD-1, glutathione 
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even under oxidative conditions, and by doing so restore redox 
homeostasis.87,88

Some HSPs, including Hsp27, Hsp70 and Hsp90 can also 
regulate apoptosis by binding and inhibiting members of the 
apoptotic cascade. For example, in stressed cells, Hsp70 and 
Hsp90 can bind Apaf-1 (apoptosis protease activating factor-1) 
and by doing so inhibit events downstream of Apaf-1 acti-
vation, such as activation of caspases.89,90 Hsp70 can also  
sequester released AIF from the mitochondria and prevent  
caspase-independent cell death.91 Hsp27 can inhibit apoptosis 
by either inhibiting the release of mitochondrial cytochrome c,92 
or by binding to cytochdorme c directly.93

In mammals, the HSP response declines with aging. Age-
dependent waning of the HSP response has been reported in 
neuronal tissues,94 skeletal and cardiac muscle95 and liver.96 The 
loss of HSP inducibility with age could contribute to age-related 
degenerative diseases in humans. On the other hand, since main-
tenance of HSP inducibility is crucial to anoxic survival by the 
turtle, this, in conjunction with high constitutive expression of 
HSPs, might contribute to their negligible senescence.

NFκB. The transcriptional responses involved in anoxia-tol-
erance and the transcription factors involved in facilitating these 
responses are now becoming an active field of research. NFκB is 
an oxygen-responsive transcription factor, known to be activated 
in response to a variety of stimuli and controlling the expres-
sion of hundreds of target genes, including genes involved in the 

anoxia intolerant softshell turtles, rabbits and rats.77 Hsp60 is a  
predominantly mitochondrial chaperone involved in the folding 
of proteins entering the mitochondria. Hsp60 also has protec-
tive effects against oxidative stress.78 Levels of this protein are 
reduced with aging,79 possibly accounting for some age-associate 
cell damage. High constitutive levels of Hsp60 are of particu-
lar interest, since oxidative damage to the mitochondria appears 
to be instrumental in the escalation of age-related damage. The 
presence of high levels of protective HSPs, such as Hsp60, in 
the mitochondria could protect mitochondrial proteins from 
unfolding and ensure long-term mitochondrial viability as well as 
potentially prevent age-associated increases in ROS-production 
by mitochondrial proteins involved in oxidative reactions. 
This is certainly an interesting possibility that warrants further 
investigation.

High constitutive levels of Hsp72 have also been reported in 
turtle brain.80 Hsp72 is known as the inducible HSP70 family 
member, and is generally found at very low levels under nor-
mal conditions. The constitutive expression of Hsp72 in turtle 
brain suggests that is has some importance in neuroprotection in 
this animal. Members of the HSP70 family and their co-chap-
erones play a crucial role in protein sorting and quality control 
by selecting and directing aberrant proteins to the proteasome 
for degradation.81 A decline in protein quality control is related 
to many neurodegenerative diseases involving aggregation-prone 
proteins, including Parkinson disease, amyotrophic lateral scle-
rosis, prion diseases, Alzheimer disease and CAG-repeat and 
polyQ expansion diseases, including Huntington disease.82 The 
constitutive presence of Hsp72 might be instrumental in pre-
venting protein aggregation and age-associated neurodegenera-
tive diseases in the turtle brain.

Anoxia-inducible molecular chaperones. As in the case of 
antioxidant proteins, HSPs and other molecular chaperones 
also show inducibility in response to anoxia in turtle tissues. 
This included Hsp25/27, Hsp40, Hsp60, Hsp70, Hsc70 and 
Hsp90.59,80,83,84 Array screening of turtle brain comparing aerobic 
and anoxic animals also showed upregulation of transcripts cod-
ing for αB-crystallin, another known chaperone.2 In addition, 
the heat shock transcription factor (HSF1) that is responsible for 
the activation of the heat shock response was activated in response 
to anoxia in turtle tissues.84 Activation of the heat shock response 
in response to anoxia might help maintain protein stability under 
anoxic conditions as well as serve as a preparative mechanism 
for re-oxygenation, since increased HSP expression might also 
actively prevent damage following oxidative stress.

Small HSPs have been shown to have key functions in pro-
tection against protein unfolding, especially under conditions 
of oxidative stress. The αB-crystallin is known for its role as a 
molecular chaperone of cytoskeletal proteins that would other-
wise aggregate and precipitate, something that has been strongly 
linked with neurodegenerative diseases.85 αB-Crystallin also 
responds to oxidative stress86 and its upregulation in turtle brain 
suggests an important role for this protein in neuronal protec-
tion against anoxia. Besides protecting against protein misfold-
ing during stress, Hsp27 has been shown to possess antioxidant 
properties. It is able to hold glutathione in its reduced form, 

Figure 1. Activation of the heat shock response. Various stresses can 
lead to unfolding of proteins, calling heat shock proteins (HSPs) into 
action to aid refolding. As a consequence, HSPs dissociate from associa-
tion with the heat shock transcription factor (HSF). The freed HSF then 
becomes activated through trimerization and hyperphosphorylation, 
binds to the heat shock element (HSe) and mediates the upregulation 
of hsp genes. This results in the proliferation of cytoprotective HSPs in 
the cell.
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immune response, stress response, antioxidant defenses, 
cell growth and differentiation and apoptosis (reviewed 
in ref. 97). NFκB is a dimeric transcription factor and 
is composed of proteins containing the Rel Homology 
domain. The Rel family is comprised of five members, 
p50 and its precursor p105 (also known as NFκB1), p52 
and its precursor p100 (also known as NFκB2), p65 
(also known as RelA), RelB and c-Rel. The best stud-
ied dimer, and the one frequently referred to as ‘NFκB’ 
occurs between p65 (RelA) and p50. Under normoxic 
conditions NFκB is retained in the cytoplasm through 
association with the inhibitor IκB, but in response to 
anoxia, it undergoes nuclear translocation, mediat-
ing the expression of target genes (Fig. 2). This con-
trol mechanism allows NFκB to respond rapidly to 
stress. In mammals, NFκB is an important mediator 
of transcriptional responses during ischemia/reperfu-
sion (reviewed in ref. 98). In turtles, NFκB is activated 
in the turtle liver in response to anoxia.52 Some data 
on turtle liver NFκB are shown in Figure 3; protein 
levels of the two NFκB subunits increase in liver nuclei 
in response to anoxia (Fig. 3A), and the DNA-binding 
activity of NFκB also increases (Fig. 3B). NFκB was 
also shown to be anoxia-responsive in the turtle brain.99 
These data suggest that NFκB has key functions in pro-
tecting these organs under anoxic conditions.

While many of the genes under NFκB control could 
play beneficial roles in anoxia tolerance, the vast array 
of genes that lie under NFκB control, as well as the lack 
of tools available to accurately analyze large-scale tran-
scriptional responses in the turtle, makes it rather diffi-
cult to pinpoint all the genes that are activated by NFκB 
in the turtle in response to anoxia. Some potential can-
didates include the antioxidant genes, ferritin heavy 
chain and SOD, as well as the pro-survival genes Bcl-2 
and Bcl-x

L
, which are indeed upregulated in response to 

anoxia in turtle liver.52

Anti-apoptotic proteins. Studies in mammals have 
shown that apoptosis is oxygen-responsive, with expo-
sure to hypoxia promoting cell-survival and exposure to 
anoxia promoting apoptosis.100,101 However, tissues of T.s. 
elegans can survive anoxia for many weeks, without any 
apparent damage, suggesting that inhibition of apoptosis 
must occur on a molecular level during anaerobiosis. The 
promotion or inhibition of apoptosis is controlled by two 
conserved pathways, the death receptor pathway and the 

Figure 2. Activation of the NFκB pathway. Under normal conditions, the NFκB 
dimer (composed of the proteins p50 and p65) is retained in the cytoplasm 
through interaction with its inhibitor protein, IκB. In response to various stimuli, 
the IκB kinase becomes activated and phosphorylates IκB, thereby targeting it for 
ubiquitination and subsequent degradation by the proteasome. This leaves NFκB 
free to move to the nucleus and activate transcription of various target genes.

Figure 3. Activation of NFκB in T. s. elegans liver. (A) effect of 
5 and 20 h of anoxic submergence on the nuclear content 
of the proteins making up NFκB dimer, p50 and p65 in T. s. 
elegans liver. representative western blots bands of p50 and 
p65, as well as a histogram showing normalized protein lev-
els are shown. (B) effect of 5 and 20 h of anoxic submergence 
on the DNA-binding activity of NFκB in T. s. elegans liver, 
as assessed by a transcription factor eLISA. (a) Significantly 
different from the corresponding control (p < 0.05); (b) sig-
nificantly different from the 5 h anoxic value (p < 0.05). Data 
are taken from ref. 52.
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mitochondrial pathway (shown in Fig. 4), and the decision to initi-
ate apoptosis often depends on the levels of pro- and anti-apoptotic 
proteins.102 The transcript levels of two major anti-apoptotic pro-
teins, Bcl-2 and Bcl-x

L
 increase, possibly in an NFκB-dependent 

manner, in response to anoxia in turtle liver (Fig. 5).52 These 
proteins reside in the outer mitochondrial membrane and inhibit 
apoptosis by preventing the loss of outer mitochondrial membrane 
integrity, which leads to lethal downstream events such as activation 
of caspases.103,104 Studies in mammals have shown that enhanced 
expression of these proteins limits apoptosis in cells,105,106 and plays 
a protective role in mammalian ischemic preconditioning.107,108

Like many of the proteins discussed in this review, these pro-
teins potentially have dual roles, protecting against oxidative 
damage as well as anoxia. Bcl-2 has been previously reported 
to have antioxidant effects.109,110 Transfection of cells with Bcl-2 
suppressed lipid peroxidation109 and Bcl-2 also reduced intracel-
lular ROS levels.110 In addition, studies have shown that hyper-
glycemia-induced lipid peroxidation and advanced glycation end 
products (AGE) in endothelial cells are suppressed by Bcl-2.111

Brain-Specific Adaptations

The mammalian brain is especially prone to oxygen limitation 
and even short bouts of hypoxia can cause irreversible damage. 
The turtle brain, however, can survive many weeks of anoxia 
unharmed. Many of the mechanisms involved in brain anoxia-
tolerance are also linked to age-related neurodegeneration, and as 
such may contribute to turtle longevity.10

Channels and neurotransmitters. A robust reduction in 
ion channels occurs in response to anoxia in turtle brain. This 
includes reduction in voltage-gated Na+ channel density,112 
decrease in mRNA of voltage gated K+ channel,113 decrease in 
K+ leak channel114 and silencing of the Ca2+-dependent NMDA 
receptor.115 Because damage to ion channels is involved 
in several age-related diseases in the brain,116 it has been 
suggested that the turtle’s ability to both maintain chan-
nel integrity while downregulating activity in response 
to anoxia, as well as restore those channels upon reoxy-
genation, could be linked to longevity.10

A major characteristic of the response to oxygen 
limitation by mammalian brain is the uncontrolled and 
destructive release of excitatory neurotransmitters. The 
turtle brain, however, avoids such toxic release by main-
taining a balance between dopamine and glutamate 
release and active uptake mechanisms.117,118 An increase 
in the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA and GABA 
receptors in the brain is also observed,112 and likely 
contributes to strengthening of the inhibitory tone. 
Adenosine is also involved in the suppression of ion 
channels in response to anoxia119 and also plays a role 
in anoxia-mediated ROS suppression.120 An increased 
susceptibility to excitatory amino acids has been pre-
viously associated with age-related neurodegenerative 
diseases,121 and the turtle’s ability to avoid this could be 
linked to its longevity.112

Figure 4. A generalized schematic for the mitochondrial apoptosis 
pathway. During apoptosis, the mitochondrial membrane swells and 
cytochrome c leaks out. This leads to binding with the pro-apoptotic 
protein Apaf-1, subsequent formation of the apoptosome and activa-
tion of caspase-9. Caspase-9 subsequently activates other caspases 
and results in cell death. Pro-survival Bcl-2 family members (such as 
Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL) can inhibit apoptosis by binding to the mitochondrial 
membrane and blocking its swelling.

Figure 5. effect of 5 and 20 h of anoxic submergence on transcript levels of pro-
survival target genes of NFκB in T. s. elegans liver. representative rT-PCr bands 
and a histogram showing normalized transcript levels under control and anoxic 
conditions are shown. Data were normalized against α-tubulin and are shown as 
means ± S.e.M., n = 3 independent trials. (a) Significantly different from the cor-
responding control (p < 0.05). Data are taken from ref. 52.
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and reprioritizes the rates of ATP-utilizing and ATP-generating 
processes so that turtles can sustain long term viability without 
oxygen. Entrance into hypometabolism is not just an anoxia-
specific phenomenon, but is a common survival strategy across 
phylogeny and is observed in phenomena including hibernation, 
torpor, aestivation, anaerobiosis, diapause and anhydrobiosis. 
Understanding the mechanisms of hypometabolism could be 
of potential use to medical sciences. For example, decreasing 
the metabolic rate of human organs meant for transplantation 
could lengthen the time organ explants remain viable. The topic 
of hypometabolism in turtles and other systems has been thor-
oughly reviewed elsewhere.138,139 Therefore, in the present review 
we will only touch on some of the key strategies associated with 
metabolic rate depression in the anoxic turtle.

Entrance into hypometabolism in response to anoxia in tur-
tles is characterized by a reorganization of energy-consuming 
processes. For example, studies with turtle hepatocytes showed a 
94% decrease in overall ATP turnover under anoxia, but found 
that five main ATP-consuming processes were suppressed to dif-
ferent degrees.140 Under anoxia, the Na+K+-ATPase became the 
dominant energy consumer of the cell, consuming 62% of total 
ATP turnover as compared with 28% in normoxia. Meanwhile, 
protein synthesis and degradation were strongly suppressed by 
>90%, whereas gluconeogenesis and urea synthesis were virtually 
halted. Similar reductions in protein synthesis were also observed 
in other organs.141 This reorganization of metabolic processes 
allows turtle cells to direct energy into the most vital processes 
for cellular survival under anoxia and away from less vital pro-
cesses, and results in the most efficient ATP utilization under this 
energy-limited condition.

Reversible protein phosphorylation is considered to be the 
most widespread and powerful mechanism utilized by cells to 
make stable changes to enzyme activities in response to vari-
ous stimuli. This mechanism also plays an important role in 
the regulation of metabolic depression in other hypometabolic 
systems.138,139 Reversible protein phosphorylation regulates the 
activities and kinetic properties of many enzymes involved in 
diverse cellular processes. These include membrane receptors 
and transporters, ion channels and ATPases, proteins involved in 
gene transcription, protein synthesis and degradation, cell cycle 
control and signal transduction cascades. For example, it was 
shown that reversible phosphorylation is involved in the regula-
tion of voltage-gated ion channels (Na+, Ca2+, K+) and membrane 
receptors (e.g., N-methyl-D-aspartate-type glutamate receptor) 
in anoxia-tolerant turtles.142-144 In addition, changes in the phos-
phorylation status of various ribosomal translation factors were 
observed in turtle tissues in response to anoxia,145 suggesting that 
such changes are involved in anoxia-induced suppression of pro-
tein synthesis in turtles.

It is estimated that 1–10% of cellular energy is devoted to 
gene transcription, depending on the tissue;146 this is also a sig-
nificant metabolic cost that must be reduced in situations of 
hypometabolism. Suppressed rates of gene transcription have 
been observed in a number of hypometabolic systems in response 
to anoxia including brine shrimp (Artemia franciscana) and inter-
tidal snails (Littorina littorea),147,148 as well as in mammalian 

Inosine, the deamination product of adenosine, could also 
have a role to play in anoxia tolerance. Recent publications sug-
gest a potentially important role for inosine in the activation 
of antioxidant defenses in response to hypoxia, hyperoxia or 
H

2
O

2
 insult.122-124 Interestingly, the enzyme that makes inosine, 

5' nucleotidase cytosolic II isozyme (NT5C2), is upregulated 
in turtle brain in response to anoxia.2 As previously discussed, 
enhancement of antioxidant defenses is an important part of 
anoxic survival and an increase in inosine could be a potential 
trigger for this response.

Neuroglobin. Neuroglobin (Ngb) is another protein that has 
a potentially important protective role in turtle anoxia tolerance. 
Ngb is preferentially expressed in the nervous system, as well as 
some endocrine tissues125,126 and has been identified in the brains 
of rodents, fish, amphibians, birds and reptiles.125,127,128 Since 
globins generally function as either O

2
 storage or transport pro-

teins, Ngb is suspected of playing a role in transferring oxygen 
to the mitochondria in the brain and retina.127 Other possible 
roles for Ngb are in the decomposition of reactive oxygen and 
nitrogen species, acting as a terminal oxidase that regenerates 
NAD+ under anaerobic conditions or as a detector of cellular 
oxygen concentrations.129-132 Recent studies have also shown that 
Ngb expression is reduced with increasing age133 and also plays a 
protective role in Alzheimer disease by attenuating amyloid beta 
neurotoxicity.134 In mammals, Ngb also plays an anti-apoptotic 
role by intervening in the activation of pro-caspase 9 through 
interaction with cytochrome c in the intrinsic mitochondrial 
pathway.135 A role for neuroglobin in the protection against oxi-
dative damage in turtle brain has also been suggested and knock-
out of Ngb in neuronally enriched turtle cell cultures resulted in 
significant increases in H

2
O

2
 release.136

The levels of Nrb mRNA increased significantly in response 
to hypoxia, as well as post-anoxic reoxygenation, in T.s. elegans 
brain with a lesser degree of upregulation in response to 1 and 
4 h of anoxia.128 These results suggest that Ngb may play an 
important role in turtle adaptation to hypoxia, possibly by ensur-
ing adequate supply of O

2
 to the brain. The upregulation of Ngb 

during reoxygenation could also suggest a role in antioxidant 
defense of the brain.

Interestingly, whereas a strong increase in Ngb levels is not 
generally observed in response to hypoxia in rodents,132 another 
species that lives in environments of changing oxygen availabil-
ity, the zebrafish (Danio rerio), shows strong upregulation of 
Ngb in response to hypoxia,137 as in turtles. These findings sug-
gest that inducibility of this protein in response to hypoxia may 
be an important adaptation to low oxygen environments. Other 
animals that live in hypoxic environments or deal with oxygen 
variability show constitutively high levels of neuroglobin. This 
includes the subterranean blind mole rat Spalax ehrenbergi and 
the goldfish.132

The Role of Hypometabolism

A key element to turtle anoxia tolerance is a profound metabolic 
rate depression to 10–20% of the corresponding aerobic rest-
ing rate at the same temperature. This suppresses, rebalances 
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results suggest that the longevity in these animals may be reg-
ulated by very efficient maintenance of protein homeostasis. A 
potential mechanism for the long-term maintenance of protein 
homeostasis could be via the increased expression of molecular 
chaperones and it would be interesting to investigate whether, as 
in turtles, this occurs in bats and naked mole rats. Interestingly, 
several species of bats are also known to hibernate, a condition 
characterized by strongly reduced metabolic rate, decreased body 
temperature and hypoxia/ischemia, as well as increased activation 
of various stress-tolerance mechanisms (reviewed in ref. 170).  
It is possible that some of the stress-tolerance mechanisms that 
support bat cells during long term torpor might also contribute 
to their enhanced longevity.

Conclusions

Many different molecular mechanisms appear to play protective 
roles in anoxia-tolerance (see Table 1 for a summary of the major 
pathways discussed) and a variety of these might have beneficial 
anti-aging properties. For example, the maintenance of consti-
tutive protective mechanisms, while energy-expensive, would 
provide immediate protection against any assault on metabolic 
integrity as well as minimize damage accumulated throughout 
an animal’s lifetime. On the other hand, while the inducibility 
of key protective mechanisms is known to decrease with age in 
normal-lived animals, the turtle’s exposure to oxygen variability 
throughout its lifetime might put an emphasis on maintaining 
the inducibility of these mechanisms, making it less prone to 
aging-associated damage.

Understanding the molecular adaptations associated with 
anoxia tolerance is of key importance not only from a compara-
tive point of view, but also from a medical one, as many of these 
mechanisms are involved in human disease. For example, induc-
tion of a hypometabolic state in human organs could potentially 
prolong organ survival for transplantation,171 as well as prolong 
organ survival following trauma. Indeed, some research dem-
onstrates that induced hypometabolism reduces the detrimental 

hibernation.149,150 A prominent mechanism of global or localized 
transcriptional control is the post-translational modification of 
histones that are subject to a number of modifications that affect 
the state of transcriptional activity in cells.151,152 For example, his-
tone acetylation is associated with higher transcriptional activity 
because this modification makes chromatin more accessible to 
proteins of the transcriptional apparatus.153 Histone deacetylases 
(HDACs) are a group of enzymes that catalyze the removal of 
acetyl groups from histones, and as such are associated with tran-
scriptional repression. Increased HDAC expression and activity, 
as well as decreased histone acetylation was observed in skeletal 
muscle of hibernating ground squirrels.154 Such changes also 
occurred in turtle muscle in response to anoxia, with HDAC pro-
tein levels increasing by 1.7–3.5 fold, and HDAC activity increas-
ing by 1.5-fold in response to anoxia.155 This suggests that histone 
deacetylation is an important general mode of global transcrip-
tional suppression in hypometabolic systems.

Other Models for Longevity

Other models for longevity also show remarkable stress-resistance, 
and from a comparative perspective, it would be interesting to 
investigate whether their stress-resistance mechanisms are similar 
to those observed in turtles. Among mammals, bats and naked 
mole rats are particularly known for extreme longevity. Bats are 
the longest-lived mammals relative to their body size.156,157 Their 
longevity often surpasses 30 years, and the longest-lived bat  
species on record survived for at least 41 years in the wild.158 
Naked mole rats have a recorded lifespan that exceeds 28 years, 
approximately nine times greater than predicated for their body 
size. They display no age-related changes to body mass, basal met-
abolic rate, percent body fat, fat-free mass or bone density,159 an 
indication of “negligible senescence.” Both animals show remark-
able tolerance to stresses. For example, primary fibroblasts isolated 
from the little brown bat were reported to be much more resistant 
to H

2
O

2
, cadmium, UV light and heat, as compared to cells from 

mice.160 Cultured cells from this species also showed enhanced 
repair of γ-irradiation-induced DNA lesions.158 Hippocampal 
slices of mole rats are also significantly more tolerant of oxygen 
and nutrient deprivation than laboratory white rats161 and mole rat  
neurons maintain synaptic transmission much longer than mouse 
neurons and can recover from periods of anoxia exceeding 30 
min.162 Furthermore, cultured cells from naked mole rats, includ-
ing primary fibroblasts and endothelial cells, tend to be resistant 
to several forms of stress.163,164 Interestingly, no tumors have ever 
been found in a mole rat and they might possess extraordinary 
cancer-resistance mechanisms.165

Bats have lower H
2
O

2
 production166,167 and protein oxida-

tion168 compared to other mammals, which might directly con-
tribute to their longevity. Bats also show resistance to protein 
oxidation both in vivo and in vitro under conditions of acute 
oxidative stress.168 In addition, bats showed lower levels of pro-
tein ubiquitination, along with reduced proteasome activity and 
increased resistance to urea-induced protein unfolding compared 
to mice.168 Naked mole rats also display no increase in cysteine 
oxidation and ubiquitination over two decades of life.169 These 

Table 1. Major proteins/pathways discussed in this review  
and their roles

Pathway/proteins 
discussed

Role

Antioxidant 
enzymes/proteins

Destroy intracellular rOS and provide relief 
against oxidative stress (reviewed in refs. 14, 

16, 181).

Heat shock response
enhance intracellular protein folding capacity 

(reviewed in refs. 74, 75).

NFκB

enhanced expression of genes involved in the 
immune response, stress response, antioxidant 
defenses, cell growth and differentiation, and 

apoptosis (reviewed in ref. 97).

Anti-apoptotic 
 proteins

Inhibition of apoptosis (reviewed in ref. 102).

Neuroglobin
enhanced oxygen delivery to the brain; 

Possible antioxidant effects (reviewed in ref. 
127, 179).
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expression of protective proteins such as heat shock proteins, 
antioxidant proteins and anti-apoptotic proteins has been tied 
with the enhanced organ protection observed during ischemic 
preconditioning.180

Despite the potential key importance of natural anoxia toler-
ance to medical sciences, there is still much to be learned about 
the mechanisms underlying this ability. It is expected that as 
we learn more about these processes, we will be able to better  
understand the molecular nature of many oxygen-associated 
pathological conditions in mammals and identify new treat-
ments for these conditions, effectively improving human health 
and extending lifespan.
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effects of hypoxic/ischemic organ injury.172-174 The natural mech-
anisms of anoxia tolerance are also of interest because the molec-
ular nature of ischemic injury in mammals is not yet completely 
understood and the study of these responses in anoxia-tolerant 
animals could highlight those mechanisms that are beneficial for 
survival. For example, the induction of the transcription factor 
NFκB in turtle organs in response to anoxia suggests a beneficial 
role during oxygen deprivation. This transcription factor appears 
to play a dual role in mammalian ischemia/reperfusion injury, pro-
moting inflammation and death, but also playing a crucial role in 
ischemic preconditioning.175-178 Hence, a better understanding of 
the role of this transcription factor and its target genes could lead 
to better treatment for a variety of pathogenic conditions involving 
ischemia/reperfusion injury, including heart disease and stroke. 
Similarly, other molecular mechanisms that appear to play roles 
in turtle hypoxia/anoxia tolerance are relevant to human disease. 
Neuroglobin overexpression confers neuroprotection against neu-
ronal hypoxia/ischemia-induced damage,179 whereas enhanced 
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